Painful Hearing

Henk Beerepoot, ‘Melita Park’, 30/10/2011

Dear Friends,
Our people live in blindness. ‘Religion’ is at an all time low. Though, the further they have rejected
all ‘expressions’ of religion, the closer is their inner desire to be protected. This inner desire to
‘belong’ is the communication of our Sovereign Father within our people and His communication to
them. He expresses their... subconscious desire to become fulfilled, to ‘hear’ Him, to become One
with Him. This subconscious desire to hear Him has caused the success of the sales of all
communication appliances in the last 60 years, climaxing in the enormous sale of mobile telephones
at the present time.
A ‘telephone’ is a device through which we can hear ‘sound’ (phone) from ‘far’ (tele)..., to hear sound
from the outside...
I have just written a short article ‘Apple and Snow White’ wherein I showed that the success of the
sales of the latest mobile phone, the Apple 'iPhone4S’ symbolises the timing of the death of ‘Self’ and
that we, as the people of Israel, have entered into a time of healing. The meaning of the iPhone4S
indicates that ‘one desires to See and Hear’ but, as one ‘eats’ from the ‘Apple’, one cannot hear Him,
one cannot become fulfilled, one cannot come to Life’
Now the time has come that some of us are hearing The Sound, but from...within...
Just yesterday I read that Samsung has overtaken the sales of Apple with their Smartphone. This is
remarkable, as the Korean name for Samsung means ‘tristar’, a word which, according to the
company, means: ‘Powerful Eternity’. Most remarkably is the meaning according to the phonetics of
the word ‘Samsung’, which confirms their meaning of ‘powerful eternity’, which is: „chaos consumed
into Life‟...! Then there is the name of the hearing device, which is the ‘Smartphone’. In our modern
use of the language the word ‘smart’ has the meaning of ‘bright, sharp or clever’ however, according
to the etymology of the word ‘smart’ the meaning is: „Pain‟. Putting the meaning of the words
‘Samsung’ and ‘Smartphone’ together, it shows: „Chaos is consumed into Life by Painful Hearing‟.
The ‘Chaos’ is ‘self’ and the hearing is painful, it pictures the sound of Samsung, the „Powerful
Eternalnity‟, the sound of ‘Life’.
When we hear ‘The Sound’ within, instead of hearing (phone) sound from far (tele), our flesh
experiences pain unto death in order to come to Life.
I pray you see the wonderful shift in our ‘instrument of hearing’ which has occurred last week. As the
Apple has brought us to our death, so will Samsonsung lead us to Life.
Kind regards,
Henk Beerepoot
‘Melita Park’
P.S.
Did you enjoy the words of Malcolm Muggeridge? Albert Ein-Stein, the father of ‘external
suppositions’, spoke also some remarkable words when he said: “The next frontier to be explored is
inner space”. Prophetic words indeed, though only heard by those in their inner space, a Sound who
reveals to them their New Frontier.
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